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Workflow instructions TT-Printer and Software

TT-Printer

1 Loading Material

2 Set the Sensor Position

4 Open and print templates

5 Set Printing Settings and Options

6 Create a new Double Sided template

3 Loading Transfer Ribbon

TagPrint Pro 4.0
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TT-Printer - Loading Material

Loading Material from Roll 1. Open cover.

2. Turn ring (6) counterclockwise, so that the arrow (5) points to the 

symbol , and thus release the margin stop (4).

3. Remove the margin stop (4) from the roll retainer (3).

4. Load label roll (2) on the roll retainer (3).

5. Re-mount the margin stop (4) onto the roll retainer (3). Push the 

margin stop (4) until both margin stops (1,4) touch the label roll (2) 

and a clear resistance is encountered.

6. Turn ring (6) clockwise, so that the arrow (5) points to the symbol , 

and thus fix the margin stop (4) on the roll retainer.

Loading media from roll Margin stop (4) unlocked

(left) and locked (right)
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TT-Printer - Loading Material

Loading Material into the Print Mechanics

1. Unroll a longer material strip of approx. 50 cm. Guide the media strip to 

the print mechanics as shown.

2. Turn lever (1) counterclockwise and lever (6) clockwise to lift both print 

heads.

3. Move guides (4,5) apart with the knob (3) until the media can pass 

between them.

4. Guide media strip through the print mechanics as shown to the upper 

print roller (2 ) respectively to the printer roller and place the strip between 

the guides (4,5).

5. Move guides against the edges of the material by turning the knob (3).

6. Fix the media by closing the upper print head.

7. Turn the media roll against the feed direction to tighten the media.

8. Close the lower print head.
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TT-Printer - Set the Sensor Position

Setting the Material Sensor
The material sensor (2) can be shifted perpendicular to the direction 

of media flow for adaptation to the media. The sensor unit is marked 

with indentation (4) on the label sensor retainer.

1. Slightly loosen the screw (3) with Allen key (1).

2. Position sensor by moving it in such a way that the sensor can 

detect a reflex or cut-out mark.

3. Tighten the screw (3).

TLFX heat shrink markers

Sensor Gap position (rectangle hole)
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TT-Printer - Loading Transfer Ribbon

Loading Transfer Ribbon
1. Turn lever (6) counterclockwise to lift the upper print head.

2. Slide transfer ribbon roll (1) onto the ribbon supply hub (3) so that the 

color coating of the ribbon faces downward when being unwound.

3. Position the ribbon roll (1) in such a way that both ends of the roll show 

identical scale values.

4. Hold transfer ribbon roll (1) firmly and turn knob (3) on ribbon supply 

hub counterclockwise until the transfer ribbon roll is secured.

6. Slide suitable transfer ribbon core (4) onto the transfer ribbon take-up 

hub (5). Position and secure it in the same way like the supply roll.

7. Guide transfer ribbon through the print unit

8. Secure starting end of transfer ribbon to middle of the transfer ribbon 

core (4) with adhesive tape. (Ensure counterclockwise rotation direction of the 

transfer ribbon take-up hub.)

9. Turn transfer ribbon take-up hub (5) counterclockwise to smooth out 

the feed path of the transfer ribbon.

10. Turn lever (6) clockwise to lock the print head.

11. Load transfer ribbon to the lower print unit (8) in a similar way. All 

previous statements of direction apply contrariwise excepting the turning 

of the knobs.

! To rewind the transfer ribbon use a core

between the width of the supply roll
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TT-Printer – Material and Ribbon loaded

TLFX DS heat Shrink markers applied on TrakMark DS printer
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TagPrint Pro 4.0 – Open and print saved templates

Using TagPrint Pro 4.0
1. Start TP3

2. Open your presaved Label Design Template 

and Datasheet

3. Check the Printer Settings (in the properties 

box right) Only visible by clicking outside the label design 

to deactivate the edit mode

4. Printing: Go to the “Print tab” and click 

on print (Shortcut= CTRL + P)

1.

2. 3.

!Please see recommended Print Speed 

and Heat Settings on next page
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TagPrint Pro 4.0 – Open and print saved templates

Print the job

1.

2.

Recommended Print Speed and Heat Settings
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TagPrint Pro 4.0 – Set Printing Settings and Options

Option Parameter Description

Cut None, Each, End Set the mode of the cutter when enabled.

(2)JEach e.g. „1“ Cut each “x” (defined) marker or label.

(2)Cut Offset 1 (mm) Cut Offset “before” the label (mm).

(2)Cut Offset 2 (mm) Cut Offset “after” the label (mm).

(2)Cut Operation None, Cut Before Set the cutter will operate before the label prints.

Offset Horizontal (mm) Horizontal offset printing for entire label.

Offset Vertical (mm) Vertical offset printing for entire label.

Driver settings1

Option wählen Parameter Erklärung

Feed Direction Forward, Reverse Set the feed direction with respect to the design orientation.

(4)Heat Setting 0 to 20 Heat setting to be applied when printing (if supported).

(4)Print Speed 0 to 200 Print speed to be applied when printing (if supported).

Gap Sensor Mode Gap, Continuous, Lower 
Marker, Upper Marker

Set the type of sensor to use when printing on supported 
printers.

(4)Type Single Sided, Duplex, Top Side 
or Bottom Side

Set the type of printing layouts on supported printers.

Settings from Label database

1 Printer driver settings will be overwritten and controlled.
2 Visible only if „cutting“ is enabled.
3 These settings are saved in the label database, but can be
changed in the template.
4 Please refer to the maximum values of the printer from the
user guide.
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TagPrint Pro 4.0 – Create a new Double Sided template

File → New

1. Select you Product (Available only 1x50 in DS markers)

2. Define the quantity of lines and columns

3. 90° Text Rotation on the backside

4. Create a new data table 

Double Sided Wizard


